We consider the scientific and aesthetic impulses
of witnessing the LSR, both their purpose and
possibilities. What are we accomplishing by
measuring and gathering data, by dating and
historicizing the LSR, and by envisioning the LSR
anew? What kind of possibilities and pleasure might
our activities afford?
If an archive gathers heterogenous forms, media,
and data, what then provides the linkages between
fluvial archival materials measured and sensed
along varying timescales? In short, we are asking:
How do we archive a river? How does the river
function as an archive? Are dates useful? Which
kinds of data are useful? How do they become
meaningful? What might they mean to you?

W

ith these questions in mind, the
installation is organized under
four different modalities that serve
as archival experiments: Sensing
Rivers, Hearing Rivers, Witnessing Rivers, and
Digital Rivers. Specifically, we share some of
the results of several ongoing PPEH-affiliated
projects including 2015-16 artist-in-residence
Mary Mattingly’s WetLand (Sensing Rivers), the
Eastwick Oral History Project (Hearing Rivers), the
Lower Schuylkill River Corps and its River Research
Seminar (Witnessing Rivers), and our public
collaboration to generate an archive for this river
that can be so hard to see (Digital Rivers).

P

hiladelphia’s post-industrial landscape
serves as backdrop and as actant in the
broader conversations around ecological
temporalities of Timescales. We see
a timescale as intrinsically ecological in that
different networks, communities, and types of
information shape how we experience, understand,
and know a place and its temporalities. Along with
the conference’s three days of transdisciplinary
conversations, films, and performances,
this archive-as-mobile installation features
collaborations and interventions developed by a
growing corps of academics, activists, artists, and
communities in and along the Lower Schuylkill
River (LSR).
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The Delaware River’s largest tributary, the
Schuylkill River is subject to multiple histories,
ecologies, infrastructures, and communities.
The LSR and its watershed host an oil port and
a refinery complex, as well as a wildlife refuge,
tinicum marshlands, and many communities and
neighborhoods. Yet the LSR and the communities
that inhabit its watershed are not only vibrant; they
are also subject to a number of vulnerabilities,
some difficult to see. In the past year, the Penn
Program in Environmental Humanities (PPEH)
and our collaborators have created, collected,
and analyzed different kinds of data with the aim
of illuminating the LSR’s histories, ecologies, and
inhabitants.

We are cautious and conscious of the possible
limitations of exploring these expansive questions
about the in/commensurability of data around a
single geographic location. For instance, must our
data and dates be geographically pinned and tagged
in order for us to have a common language across
media and temporalities? How can we prevent
geotagging, or the archiving of a particular, single
location, from rendering the multiplicities of the
LSR as monolithic? The challenge and goal of the
installation is thus to knit these works and projects
around the LSR together while emphasizing the
diversity and difference of the data/dates that we
document, describe, and display.
As you see it here, this mobile installation is open
to the public for one week in October 2016 at Van
Pelt Library’s Kislak Center, part of a bundle of
programming and events—a three-day conference,
performances, and a semester-long film series—all
designed to engage the university and visitors to the
campus. Although the installation grew specifically
out of the Timescales conference, it is meant to be
mobile. In other words, we intend for DATE/UM to be
downloaded, transferred, accessed, and displayed to
diverse publics. Thus, the majority of the installation
is digital so that it can be easily and cost-effectively
exhibited and viewed in various kinds of contexts.
Please let us know if you would like to install it.

Through the installation, we explore the problem
of data, and the date as one kind of datum. A
datum functions as a unique measurement of
observations, qualities, or trends, while a date
performs the task of marking out and defining time
through specific, quantifiable means. In the context
of the LSR, data/dates are embedded into a watery,
industrial landscape and used to describe the
various human and nonhuman communities that
the river hosts. In what ways, this installation asks,
are the timescales of various kinds of river data in/
commensurable?

Kislak Center
Penn Program in Environmental Humanities

Various kinds of information, embodied
knowledges, and individual as well as collective
memories emerge from and are inscribed on and
by the LSR. This landscape contains different kinds
of data, including many that are hard to see with
the human eye and others which span centuries or
millennia. To create an archive of the LSR involves
the translation of the spatialities and temporalities
of the river itself into discrete and specific kinds
of data. How might the LSR become more visible if
these multiple data sets are brought into dialogue?
How might the incommensurable temporalities of
biological, material, and social networks find space
in a single river archive? The promise and problem
of in/commensurability are posed as questions
explored by this mobile installation in open-ended
conversations with multiple publics.

SENSING
RIVERS

WITNESSING
RIVERS

“There’s no right way to use WetLand. You can use
it whatever way you like. In fact, that’s one of the
real challenges of the project. It’s meant to be a
non-prescriptive utopia. I wouldn’t say it’s a negative
utopia—but it certainly isn’t a positive one. It doesn’t tell
you how to live sustainably. Instead, it invites you to
think about how you might like to use this space.”

To know the Schuylkill River requires intimate practices
of looking, or witnessing. Witnessing a river goes beyond
traditional modes of observation and record-keeping
to include more capacious and embodied forms of
extended looking, slow documentation, and collaboration.
Moreover, transdisciplinary and participatory practices in
collaborative spaces have the potential to reveal the LSR
as a dynamic ecological space and energy landscape.
How might witnessing, or new ways of seeing, reveal
different histories and narratives about the river? From
patient and extended looking emerge new ways of
imagining and understanding our relationship with and
to an urban river.

—Bethany Wiggin, PPEH Director
In the Anthropocene, the proposed name for an age of
the human, perspectives on the Schuylkill River not
only foster a sensitivity to ecological vulnerabilities in
Philadelphia, but also offer new possibilities for
sensing different kinds of data from and of the waterway.
Mary Mattingly’s WetLand is a floating lab that invites
people to experiment with what it means to be
sustainable in a city. Artists, scientists, writers, and
activists have used this “watery urban ecotopia” as an
experimental space for collaboration and generating
new kinds of knowledge across the arts and sciences
in order to engage multiple publics. The floating lab has
hosted conversations about the river and experiments
for sustainable living specifically in Philadelphia. Such
perspectives on the river offer new kinds of information
about our urban ecology, economy, and experiences.
The photographs and interviews on display each offer
different kinds of histories, knowledges, and temporalities
that have been gleaned from being on the river.
Interviews with artist Mary Mattingly, scholar-activist
Bethany Wiggin, and Philadelphia-based author Nathaniel
Popkin, for instance, are featured alongside the visual
perspectives of photographer Philip Flynn along the LSR.
These experiments offer different visions of how our
waterways have been—and might continue to be—
greenways of the future.
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HEARING
RIVERS
Sensing and repositioning ourselves on the Schuylkill
River demands alternative modes of accessing data and
encourages an engagement with different haptic senses.
In historian of science Donna Haraway’s explication
of situated knowledges, she argues for politics and
epistemologies of location, positioning, and situating,
where partiality and not universality is the condition of
being heard to make rational knowledge claims. These
are claims on people’s lives, the view from a body, always
a complex, contradictory, structuring and structured
body, versus the view from above, from nowhere,
from simplicity.
With Haraway’s formulation of knowledge production in
mind, how then, might deep listening and storytelling
offer transgressive, rich, and nuanced knowledges
of a place?

The Lower Schuylkill River Corps is a collaborative
partnership convened by Peter DeCarlo (Drexel University),
Danielle Redden (Bartram’s Garden), and Bethany
Wiggin (Penn). Faculty from Penn, Drexel, Temple, and
area colleges actively contribute to its River Research
Seminar. Participants’ projects range from air quality
monitoring; to pre- and post-colonial, religious, and
industrial histories; to stream ecology; to urban waters;
to public health.
For this part of the installation, Pete DeCarlo’s timelapse
videos offer a new experience of witnessing. Set up at
various points along the LSR, the cameras capture
the river, refinery, and tides, as well as the human and
non-human animals that call the watery urbs home.
The patience and boredom that are part of the experience
of sitting along the river is condensed and lapsed into
shorter amounts of time that a human audience can bear.

The Eastwick Oral History Project (EOHP) is a collaboration
between PPEH Research Fellows Jess Lamar Reece
Holler and Patricia E. Kim, with help from Jeff Nagle
(Penn) and the Eastwick Friends and Neighbors Coalition
to document the rich history and complex cultural
life of Eastwick, a vibrant community in southwest
Philadelphia. Neighboring wedges of the mouth of the
Schuylkill have been cut off to expand Philadelphia’s
airport and the massive oil refinery complex, while
runoff from unlicensed dumps led to an EPA Superfund
designation on the neighborhood’s western edge. The
oral history project documents the experiences and
memories, both personal and collective, of different
Eastwick residents through interviews and storytelling.
The residents share their life stories through the lens
of place, reflect on the cultural landscape of their own
Eastwick, and trace the history of the community through
personal memories and family narratives. Hearing a river
is an exercise in deep listening.
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DIGITAL
RIVERS
How do we digitally archive a river, and in what ways
do rivers function as archives? What does the digital’s
ecology look like? And how might a digital archiveas-digital river produce, catalogue, and circulate data
sustainably? Led by Laurie Allen, Digital Rivers includes
a bundle of digital-environmental-humanities projects
that develop innovative digital representations of the
Schuylkill River to emphasize the interconnected ways of
knowing the river.
We ask computers to help us make connections because
of their efficiency and speed, yet they can only work
in these ways when humans define the rules of those
connections with clarity and precision. Consistent
description in the form of structured metadata is a
powerful way to do that. However, each field has its own
practices for describing and classifying its objects of
study, identifying what is either essential or superfluous
to the material for future purposes. When we try to bring
together data across disciplines to allow for a greater
variety of stories, our computer systems ask us to find a
common language to describe those materials.
A variety of metadata fields emerge when documenting
the digital and archival river’s ecology. What is the time
that we associate with different kinds of objects? How
does one create different dates and enter them in one
field? In what ways can we define the temporalities of the
river’s geological material alongside that of 16th century
riverine maps?
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Although we attempt to address the challenges of digitally
archiving a river, we do so by grounding these questions
in a display of objects that are all from or about the river.
The vitrine not only foregrounds the materiality and
geology of digital media; it also emphasizes the age-old
challenges of creating time fields for the Schuylkill
River and its watershed, ultimately asking: when is the
Schuylkill River?

